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Story words 

Grade 4 Vocabulary Worksheet  

Complete the stories by filling in the missing words. 

coarse       gravity      severe       accident         accelerate        bumpy 

escaped        jagged       rate     gorgeous      observe      spiral  

The spaceship began to    . “Hold on, it’s going to be a    ride!” 

the pilot announced. Our   of ascent continued to increase. The forces pushing us 

back into our seats was    . Finally, we    the atmosphere.  

There was no longer any   , and we could float from window to window. “Wow, 

the Earth looks    from up here!” I said. I could see   mountaintops in 

the north and clouds in a    shape to the south. Through the other window, I 

could   a million stars twinkling in dark space. 

I floated up and bumped my head into the ceiling. The pilot laughed. I ran my fingers 

through my    hair, but didn’t feel a lump. After that, though, I was more careful, 

and I put my seatbelt on. You don’t want to have an    in outer space. 
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Story words 

Grade 4 Vocabulary Worksheet  

Answers: 

coarse       gravity      severe       accident         accelerate        bumpy 

escaped        jagged       rate     gorgeous      observe      spiral  

The spaceship began to accelerate. “Hold on, it’s going to be a bumpy ride!” the pilot 

announced. Our rate of ascent continued to increase. The forces pushing us back into our 

seats was severe. Finally, we escaped the atmosphere.  

There was no longer any gravity, and we could float from window to window. “Wow, the 

Earth looks gorgeous from up here!” I said. I could see jagged mountaintops in the north and 

clouds in a spiral shape to the south. Through the other window, I could observe a million 

stars twinkling in dark space. 

I floated up and bumped my head into the ceiling. The pilot laughed. I ran my fingers 

through my coarse hair, but didn’t feel a lump. After that, though, I was more careful, and I 

put my seatbelt on. You don’t want to have an accident in outer space. 
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